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waterways, and made such good progress that, instead of anchor-
ing as we had intended at Burgoyne's Bay, we were able to reach
Otter Bay.   It is situated amid a mass of islands, and the sad
vision of a ship with her back broken emphasised the need for
caution.   The general character of the Patagpnian Channels
is of the same nature as the Magellan Straits, but particularly
beautiful views of the Andes are obtained to the eastward.  The
next day Mount Burney was an impressive spectacle, although
only glimpses of the top could be obtained through fleeting
mists; and the glistening heights of the Sarmiento Cordillera
came out clear and strong.   We anchored that night at Occasion
Cove onPiazzi Island ; and on Saturday, December isth, had a
twelve hours' run, using the engine all the way.   Here there was
a succession of comparatively monotonous hills and mountains,
so absolutely rounded by ice action as to give the impression of
apple dumplings made for giants.   The lines show always, as
would be expected, that the ice-flow has been from the south.
Later a ravine on Esperanza Island was particularly remarkable;
its mysterious windings, which it would have been a joy to
explore, were alternately hidden by driving cloud or radiant
with gleams of sun.    Glimpses up Peel Inlet gave pleasant
views, and two snowy peaks on Hanover Island, unnamed as
usual,  were absorbing   our attention when we turned into
Latitude Cove.
On December I4th the landscape was absolutely grey and
colourless, so that Guia Narrows, were not seen to advantage.
Later the channel was wider and the possibility of sailing de-
bated, but abandoned in view of the head wind. We had been
struck with the absence of life and fewness of birds, but we
now saw some albatrosses. In slacking away the anchor pre-
paratory to letting go in Tom Bay, in a depth stated to be
seventeen fathoms, it hit an uncharted rock at eleven fathoms,
It was still raining as we left Tom Bay, but when we turned up
Brassey Pass, which lies off. the .regular channel, the clouds
began to lift, and Hastings Fiord and Charrua Bay were grand
beyond description. From time to time the mists rose for an
instant, and revealed the immediate presence of reach beyond
reach of wooded precipices; or a dark summit appeared wit&mt
, toeing overhead at so great a height that, severed by
its base, it seemed scarcely to belong to the earth*

